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STATUS: Open.
MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED: Proposed
amendments to Rule 1.55, Risk
Disclosure Requirements for Futures
Commission Merchants and Introducing
Brokers.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Jean A. Webb, 202–418–5100.
Jean A. Webb,
Secretary of the Commission.
[FR Doc. 97–22161 Filed 8–18–97; 11:15 am]
BILLING CODE 6351–01–M

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Department of the Army

Deployable Universal Combat
Earthmover (DEUCE)

AGENCY: U.S. Army Tank-automotive
and Armaments Command, Army.
ACTION: Notice of intent.

SUMMARY: The Product Manager,
Construction Equipment/Material
Handling Equipment (PM CE/MHE) has
prepared a Life-Cycle Environmental
Assessment (LCEA) which examines the
potential impacts to the natural and
human environment from the life cycle
activities of the Deployable Universal
Combat Earthmover (DEUCE). Based on
the LCEA, PM CE/MHE has determined
that the proposed action is not a major
Federal action significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment,
within the meaning of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969. Therefore, the preparation of an
environmental impact statement is not
required and the Army is issuing this
Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI).
ADDRESSES: Written comments should
be sent to, U.S. Army Tank-automotive
and Armaments Command (TACOM),
ATTN: AMSTA–DSA–TA–CE (DEUCE),
Warren, MI 48397–5000
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
For further information, or to obtain a
copy of the Deuce Life-Cycle
Environmental Assessment contact Mr.
Jeff Klein, Assistant Product Manager
(810) 574–6217.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

a. Proposed Action: This LCEA
examines the potential impacts to the
natural and human environment from
the procurement of the DEUCE to satisfy
the Army’s need for a high-speed
earthmoving capability, which can
deploy with Light and Airborne units.
The DEUCE will have earthmoving
capabilities comparable to the D5B
dozer, the ability to travel at 30 MPH,

and be C–130 air transportable. The
DEUCE is designed to improve the
Army’s ability to deploy with supported
units, and provide mobility,
countermobility, and survivability tasks
as required. A minimum quantity of 67
bulldozers is required to fill the Army’s
Force Package One contingency
requirements.

The DEUCE will replace existing D5B
dozers in selected units. The current
earthmoving system does not meet the
changing Army role to become a Rapid
Power Projection type force.

b. Environmental Impacts: The
DEUCE life-cycle includes the transport
of vehicles to test sites, testing, vehicle
production, deployment and operation
of production vehicles and their
eventual demilitarization. Potential
environmental impacts of these life-
cycle stages may include Air Quality,
Noise, Water, Soil and Groundwater,
Hazardous Materials and Hazardous
Wastes, and Flora, Fauna and
Threatened or Endangered Species at
each of these life-cycle phases.

c. Additional Findings: Impacts from
the proposed action would be minimal
and not significant for the following
reasons:

(1) The DEUCE will be used in its
intended environment. This intended
environment includes vehicle
production and some testing at the
Contractor’s facility, and the remainder
of life-cycle activities at Army
installations and facilities.

(2) The DEUCE is very similar to
vehicles produced commercially and
vehicles already in the Army inventory.
It is being produced in low to moderate
quantities and will not significantly
increase the vehicle population at Army
installations and facilities.

(3) The overall environmental risk
associated with the DEUCE is low. It
does not introduce any new
technologies or processes. Vehicle life
cycle activities do not introduce any
potential environmental impacts that
are not already currently mitigated by
Army policy and procedures.

(4) The DEUCE Product Manager has
ensured that the Contractor producing
the vehicle is environmentally
complaint, has no permit violations, and
has commercial practices for Hazardous
Material Management and Pollution
Prevention in production of the DEUCE.

(5) The DEUCE Product Manager
recognizes that Army installations and
facilities have environmental plans and
measures in place to address vehicle life
cycle activities very similar to that of
the DEUCE to prevent, mitigate and
remediate environmental damage
caused by vehicle operation. Vehicle
operations at these Army installations

and facilities are in conjunction with
normal activities that are already
addressed in their site specific
environmental impact statements.

d. Determination: It is therefore
concluded that this program:

(1) Is not a major federal action
significantly affecting the quality of
human environment.

(2) Will not have a significant impact
on the environment.

(3) Is not likely to be environmentally
controversial.

(4) Will not likely result in litigation
based on environmental quality issues.

(5) Does not require an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS).
Harry W. McClellan, Jr.,
Product Manager, Construction Equipment/
Materials Handling Equipment.
[FR Doc. 97–22011 Filed 8–19–97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3710–08–M

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Department of the Army

Privacy Act of 1974; Systems of
Records

AGENCY: Department of the Army, DOD.
ACTION: Notice to alter systems of
records.

SUMMARY: The Department of the Army
is proposing to alter two existing
systems of records notices in its existing
inventory of record systems subject to
the Privacy Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a),
as amended. The alterations consist of
adding a routine use to each system of
records.
DATES: This proposed action will be
effective without further notice on
September 19, 1997, unless comments
are received which result in a contrary
determination.
ADDRESSES: Privacy Act Officer, Records
Management Program Division, U.S.
Army Total Army Personnel Command,
ATTN: TAPC-PDR-P, Stop C55, Ft.
Belvoir, VA 22060–5576.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
Janice Thornton at (703) 806–4390 or
DSN 656–4390.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Department of the Army systems of
records notices subject to the Privacy
Act of 1974, (5 U.S.C. 552a), as
amended, have been published in the
Federal Register and are available from
the address above.

The proposed system report, as
required by 5 U.S.C. 552a(r) of the
Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, was
submitted on August 7, 1997, to the
House Committee on Government
Reform and Oversight, the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs,
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and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) pursuant to paragraph 4c
of Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A–
130, ‘Federal Agency Responsibilities
for Maintaining Records About
Individuals,’ dated February 8, 1996
(February 20, 1996, 61 FR 6427). The
specific changes to the record systems
being altered are set forth below
followed by the notices, as altered,
published in their entirety.

Dated: August 14, 1997.

L.M. Bynum,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison
Officer, Department of Defense.

AAFES 0702.23

SYSTEM NAME:
Dishonored Check Files (August 9,

1996, 61 FR 41586).

CHANGES:
* * * * *

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

Add a new paragraph ‘To a private
contractor for the purpose of collection
services to recover moneys owed to the
U.S. Government.’
* * * * *

AAFES 0702.23

SYSTEM NAME:
Dishonored Check Files.

SYSTEM LOCATION:
Headquarters, Army and Air Force

Exchange Service, 3911 S. Walton
Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–
1598;

Army and Air Force Exchange
Service-Europe, Europe Accounting
Support Office, CMR 429, APO AE
09054;

Army and Air Force Exchange
Service-Pacific Rim, Accounting
Support Center, Unit 35163, APO AP
96378–5163; and

Post and base exchanges within the
AAFES system. Official mailing
addresses are published as an appendix
to the Army’s compilation of systems of
records notices.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Individuals who have negotiated
dishonored checks at Army and Air
Force Exchange Service (AAFES)
facilities and whose check cashing
privilege is under review by the General
Counsel.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Individual’s name, Social Security

Number, indebtedness, collection
efforts, and relevant documentation.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

10 U.S.C. 3013 and 8013; Federal
Claims Collection Act of 1966 (Pub L.
89-508), as amended; Debt Collection
Act of 1982 (Pub L. 97-365), as amended
by the Debt Collection Improvement Act
of 1996 (Pub.L. 104-134, section 31001);
Army Regulation 215-5,
Nonappropriated Funds Accounting
Policy and Reporting Procedures; AR
60-20/AFR 147-14, Army and Air Force
Exchange Service Operating Policies;
and E.O. 9397 (SSN).

PURPOSE(S):

To collect dishonored check
indebtedness.

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

In addition to those disclosures
generally permitted under 5 U.S.C.
552a(b) of the Privacy Act, these records
or information contained therein may
specifically be disclosed outside the
DoD as a routine use pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows:

To a private contractor for the
purpose of collection services to recover
moneys owed to the U.S. Government.

The ‘Blanket Routine Uses’ set forth at
the beginning of the Army’s compilation
of systems of records notices apply to
this system.

DISCLOSURES TO CONSUMER REPORTING
AGENCIES:

Disclosures pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552a(b)(12) may be made from this
system to ‘consumer reporting agencies’
as defined in the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (14 U.S.C. 1681a(f)) or the Federal
Claims Collection Act of 1966 (31 U.S.C.
3701(a)(3)). The purpose of this
disclosure is to aid in the collection of
outstanding debts owed to the Federal
government; typically to provide an
incentive for debtors to repay
delinquent Federal government debts by
making these debts part of their credit
records.

The disclosure is limited to
information necessary to establish the
identity of the individual, including
name, address, and taxpayer
identification number (Social Security
Number); the amount, status, and
history of the claim; and the agency or
program under which the claim arose
for the sole purpose of allowing the
consumer reporting agency to prepare a
commercial credit report.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING,
RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND
DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:

Paper and automated records.

RETRIEVABILITY:
By surname and Social Security

Number of the individual responsible
for dishonored check.

SAFEGUARDS:
Records are maintained in buildings

having security guard and are accessed
only by personnel having official need
therefor who are properly screened,
cleared and trained.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Records are retained by the Office of

the General Counsel until indebtedness
has been satisfied, determined to be
uncollectible, or additional
administrative action is required. Upon
completion, records are transferred to
the Accounts Receivable Division (FA-
O/R) and maintained with appropriate
check cashing privilege records and
destroyed after 10 years.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Commander, Army and Air Force

Exchange Service, 3911 S. Walton
Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–
1598.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals seeking to determine

whether information about themselves
is contained in this system should
address written inquiries to the
Commander, Army and Air Force
Exchange Service, ATTN: General
Counsel, 3911 S. Walton Walker
Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–1598.

Individual should provide their full
name, Social Security Number, current
address and telephone number, latest
correspondence from AAFES if
available, and signature.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Individuals seeking access to

information about themselves contained
in this system should address written
inquiries to the Commander, Army and
Air Force Exchange Service, ATTN:
General Counsel, 3911 S. Walton Walker
Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–1598.

Individual should provide their full
name, Social Security Number, current
address and telephone number, latest
correspondence from AAFES if
available, and signature.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
The Army’s rules for accessing

records and for contesting contents and
appealing initial agency determinations
are contained in Army Regulation 340–
21; 32 CFR part 505; or may be obtained
from the system manager.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
From the individual, his/her

employer, law enforcement investigative
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agencies, banking facilities, consumer
reporting agencies, and sources that
furnish information regarding
individual’s credit.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:
None.

AAFES 0702.34

SYSTEM NAME:
Accounts Receivable Files (August 9,

1996, 61 FR 41587).

CHANGES:

* * * * *

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

Add a new paragraph ‘To the
Department of the Treasury, Financial
Management Service, for the purpose of
collecting delinquent debts owed to the
U.S. Government via administrative
offset.’
* * * * *

AAFES 0702.34

SYSTEM NAME:
Accounts Receivable Files.

SYSTEM LOCATION:
Headquarters, Army and Air Force

Exchange Service, 3911 S. Walton
Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–
1598;

Army and Air Force Exchange
Service-Europe, Europe Accounting
Support Office, CMR 429, APO AE
09054;

Army and Air Force Exchange
Service-Pacific Rim, Accounting
Support Center, Unit 35163, APO AP
96378–5163; and

Post and base exchanges within the
Army and Air Force Exchange Service
(AAFES) system. Official mailing
addresses are published as an appendix
to the Army’s compilation of systems of
records notices.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Army and Air Force Exchange Service
customers (military, retirees, civilian,
and civilian dependents).

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Case files relating to debts owed by

individuals, including dishonored
checks, deferred payment plans, home
layaway, salary/travel advances,
pecuniary liability claims and credit
cards. These files include all
correspondence to the debtor/his or her
commander, notices from banks
concerning indebtedness, originals or
copies of returned checks, envelopes
showing attempts to contact the debtor,

payment documentation, pay
adjustment authorizations, deferred
payment plan applications, charges and
statements or accounts, and home
layaway cards.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:
10 U.S.C. 3013 and 8013; Federal

Claims Collection Act of 1966 (Pub.L.
89-508, as amended); Debt Collection
Act of 1982 (Pub.L. 97-365), as amended
by the Debt Collection Improvement Act
of 1996 (Pub.L. 104-134, section 31001);
Army Regulation 215 5,
Nonappropriated Funds Accounting
Policy and Reporting Procedures; AR
60-20/AFR 147-14, Army and Air Force
Exchange Service Operating Policies;
and E.O. 9397 (SSN).

PURPOSE(S):
To process, monitor, and post audit

accounts receivable, to administer the
Federal Claims Collection Act, and to
answer inquiries pertaining thereto.

To collect indebtedness.

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:

In addition to those disclosures
generally permitted under 5 U.S.C.
552a(b) of the Privacy Act, these records
or information contained therein may
specifically be disclosed outside the
DoD as a routine use pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows:

To the U.S. Department of Justice/U.S.
Attorneys for legal action and/or final
disposition of the debt claim.

To the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
to obtain locator status for delinquent
accounts receivables (controls exist to
preclude redisclosure of solicited IRS
address data; and/or to report write-off
amounts as taxable income as pertains
to amounts compromised and accounts
barred from litigation due to age).

To private collection agencies for
collection action when the internal
collection efforts have been exhausted.

To the Department of the Treasury,
Financial Management Service, for the
purpose of collecting delinquent debts
owed to the U.S. Government via
administrative offset.

The ‘Blanket Routine Uses’ that
appear at the beginning of the Army’s
compilation of systems of records
notices apply to this system.

DISCLOSURE TO CONSUMER REPORTING
AGENCIES:

Disclosures pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552a(b)(12) may be made from this
system to ‘consumer reporting agencies’
as defined in the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (14 U.S.C. 1681a(f)) or the Federal
Claims Collection Act of 1966 (31 U.S.C.
3701(a)(3)). The purpose of this

disclosure is to aid in the collection of
outstanding debts owed to the Federal
government; typically to provide an
incentive for debtors to repay
delinquent Federal government debts by
making these debts part of their credit
records.

The disclosure is limited to
information necessary to establish the
identity of the individual, including
name, address, and taxpayer
identification number (Social Security
Number); the amount, status, and
history of the claim; and the agency or
program under which the claim arose
for the sole purpose of allowing the
consumer reporting agency to prepare a
commercial credit report.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING,
RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND
DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:
Paper and automated records.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Retrieved by customer’s surname or

Social Security Number.

SAFEGUARDS:
Records are maintained in areas

accessible only by authorized personnel
within AAFES-FA-O/R.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Records are retained in current files

until close of fiscal year in which
receivable is cleared. At year end, files
are stored for 10 years and subsequently
destroyed by shredding.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Commander, Army and Air Force

Exchange Service, 3911 S. Walton
Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–
1598.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals seeking to determine

whether this system of records contains
information about themselves should
address written inquiries to the
Commander, Army and Air Force
Exchange Service, ATTN: Chief,
Accounts Receivable Division,
Comptroller Division, 3911 S. Walton
Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75236–
1598.

Individuals should provide full name,
Social Security Number, or other
acceptable identifying information that
will facilitate locating the records.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Individuals seeking access to

information about themselves contained
in this system of records should address
written inquiries to the Commander,
Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
ATTN: Chief, Accounts Receivable
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Division, Comptroller Division, 3911 S.
Walton Walker Boulevard, Dallas, TX
75236–1598.

Individuals should provide full name,
Social Security Number, or other
acceptable identifying information that
will facilitate locating the records.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:

The Army’s rules for accessing
records and for contesting contents and
appealing initial agency determinations
are published in Army Regulation 340–
21; 32 CFR part 505; or may be obtained
from the system manager.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

From the customer and from
correspondence between AAFES and
Vendors.

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM:

None.
[FR Doc. 97–21973 Filed 8–19–97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 5000–04–F

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Defense Logistics Agency

Privacy Act of 1974; System of
Records

AGENCY: Defense Logistics Agency,
DOD.
ACTION: Alter a record system.

SUMMARY: The Defense Logistics Agency
proposes to alter a system of records
notice in its inventory of record systems
subject to the Privacy Act of 1974 (5
U.S.C. 552a), as amended. The changes
are required as a result of action by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms amending its regulation which
further clarifies those categories of
individuals who are prohibited from
receiving or possessing firearms under
the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention
Act (Pub.L. 103–159). The clarification
permits further identification of those
individuals who are to be included in
the record system being altered.
DATES: The alteration will be effective
without further notice on September 19,
1997, unless comments are received that
would result in a contrary
determination.
ADDRESSES: Send comments to the
Privacy Act Officer, Defense Logistics
Agency, ATTN: CAAV, 8725 John J.
Kingman Road, Suite 2533, Fort Belvoir,
VA 22060–6221.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
Susan Salus at (703) 767–6183.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Defense Logistics Agency notices for
systems of records subject to the Privacy
Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a), as amended,

have been published in the Federal
Register and are available from the
address above.

The specific changes to the record
system being altered are set forth below
followed by the notice, as altered,
published in its entirety. The changes
are required as a result of action by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms amending its regulation which
further clarifies those categories of
individuals who are prohibited from
receiving or possessing firearms under
the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention
Act (Pub.L. 103–159). The clarification
permits further identification of those
individuals who are to be included in
the record system being altered.

An altered system report, as required
by 5 U.S.C. 552a(r) of the Privacy Act
was submitted on August 7, 1997, to the
House Committee on Government
Reform and Oversight, the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs,
and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) pursuant to paragraph 4c
of Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A–
130, ‘Federal Agency Responsibilities
for Maintaining Records About
Individuals,’ dated February 20, 1996
(61 FR 6427).

Dated: August 14, 1997.

L.M. Bynum,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison
Officer, Department of Defense.

S322.15 DMDC

SYSTEM NAME:
Defense Incident-Based Reporting

System (DIBRS) (December 20, 1996, 61
FR 67322).

CHANGES:

* * * * *

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Delete last paragraph and replace with
‘Active duty military (includes Coast
Guard) personnel who must be reported
to the Department of Justice under the
Brady Handgun Violence Prevention
Act because such personnel have been
referred to trial by a general courts-
martial for an offense punishable by
imprisonment for a term exceeding one
year; have left the State with the intent
of avoiding either pending charges or
giving testimony in criminal
proceedings; are either current users of
a controlled substance which has not
been prescribed by a licensed physician
(Note: includes both current and former
members who recently have been
convicted by a courts-martial, given
nonjudicial punishment, or
administratively separated based on
drug use or failing a drug rehabilitation

program) or using a controlled
substance and losing the power of self-
control with respect to that substance;
are adjudicated by lawful authority to be
a danger to themselves or others or to
lack the mental capacity to contract or
manage their own affairs or are formally
committed by lawful authority to a
mental hospital or like facility (Note:
includes those members found
incompetent to stand trial or found not
guilty by reason of lack of mental
responsibility pursuant to Articles 50a
and 72b of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice); or have been discharged from
the Armed Services pursuant to either a
dishonorable discharge or a dismissal
adjudged by a general courts-martial.’
* * * * *

S322.15 DMDC

SYSTEM NAME:
Defense Incident-Based Reporting

System (DIBRS).

SYSTEM LOCATION:
Primary location: W.R. Church

Computer Center, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, CA 93943–5000.

Back-up files maintained in a bank
vault in Hermann Hall, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
93943–5000.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Active duty military (includes Coast
Guard) or civilian personnel who have
been apprehended or detained for
criminal offenses which must be
reported to the Department of Justice
pursuant to the Uniform Crime
Reporting Handbook as required by the
Uniform Federal Crime Reporting Act.

Active duty military (includes Coast
Guard) personnel accused of criminal
offenses punishable under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice.

Active duty military (includes Coast
Guard) personnel convicted by civilian
authorities of felony offenses as defined
by State or local law; attempting or
committing suicide; or whose
dependent resides in the same
household and is the victim of Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS).

Individuals who are victims of those
offenses which are either reportable to
the Department of Justice or are
punishable under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.

Active duty military (includes Coast
Guard) personnel who must be reported
to the Department of Justice under the
Brady Handgun Violence Prevention
Act because such personnel have been
referred to trial by a general courts-
martial for an offense punishable by
imprisonment for a term exceeding one
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